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ABSTRACT  
We live in a global and digital world with many inhabitants on the move, far away from their 
homes, friends and loved ones. Family and friends have always gathered for mourning and 
support, graves have been taken care of in generations. But today it´s hard to take care of a 
grave far away and for many, death has become remote. My interest as a graphic designer 
focuses on the role of typography and graphic design in mourning; typical manifestations be-
ing the traditional inscriptions in stone on cemeteries. I started exploring the possibility of ty-
pography and graphic design supporting preparation for loss and mourning in a contempo-
rary and future context of lives that are carried out across several places. I also wanted to 
enquire whether typography and graphic design could promote the ability to talk about death 
and loss in everyday life. This ongoing project has its base in the region of Småland, Swe-
den; with a small study also conducted in Hong Kong. The aims of the project are twofold: 1. 
To explore how design can help humans prepare for loss; 2. To explore how designers and 
mourners can design the funerals of the future with dignity and respect. Preparing for loss is 
vital not only in personal bereavement of loved ones, but also as we face unprecedented 
challenges to humanity, climate change, migrations – and loss of life as we know it. 
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INTRODUCTION  
We live in a global and digital world with many inhabitants on the move, far away from their 
homes, friends and loved ones. Family and friends have always gathered for mourning and 
support, graves have been taken care of in generations. But today, “who takes care of and 
pays for a grave far away? For many, death is remote” (Theorell and Wästberg 2001). 
 My interest as a graphic designer naturally focuses on the role of typography and graphic 
design in mourning; typical manifestations being the traditional inscriptions in stone on ceme-
teries. I started exploring the possibility of typography and graphic design supporting prepa-
ration for loss and mourning in a contemporary and future context of lives that are carried out 
across several places. I also wanted to investigate whether typography and graphic design 
could promote the ability to talk about death and loss in everyday life. This ongoing project 
has its base in the region of Småland, Sweden; with a small study also conducted in Hong 
Kong.  

            The aims of the project are twofold: 
1. To explore how design can help humans prepare for loss; 
2. To explore how designers and mourners can design the funerals of the future  

with dignity and respect. 
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Methodology and process 

“Slowness negotiates today’s desires for both memory and presentness by allowing us to 
reflect on the now in all its complexity.” (Koepnic 2014). Could this notion be used in typog-
raphy at funerals and memorial services in the present time of speed and movement? 
 The project started with explorations into typography in the context of death, mourning 
and the memorial grove. The question guiding this enquiry was: Can typography reflect the 
process of mourning through use of alternative materials and processes? The idea was to 
create a site of mourning which would change over time. To this end, I experimented with 
decomposing typography and typography that gradually disappears by nature’s interplay. In 
the experiments conducted in what I termed my “forest lab” letters or names were ‘typeset’ 
using the materials of moss and beeswax, and photographed once every week. Simultane-
ously, I conducted interviews with two individuals aged 45-55 that recently lost a relative, on 
the topic of future funerals. The purpose of the interviews was to start gathering insights into 
the experience of contemporary mourning, and particularly in relation to conventional funeral 
services and manifestations of mourning. The first two small studies came together in book-
lets. In these, photographs from the material experiments in the forest lab are juxtaposed 
with quotes from the interviews with the recently bereaved. 

  

 

Figure 1. Experiment with decomposing typography. 

Thirdly, the project has drawn on collaborations with international Master students at the De-
partment of Design, Linnaeus University and Bachelor students at Hong Kong Design Insti-
tute who took place in December 2014. In workshops, we explored how future funerals might 
be conducted. The outcome was a series of postcards which students wrote from their imag-
ined future selves and the imagined experience of a funeral in the year 2074. 
  

 

Figure 2. Master student, imagined experience of a funeral in the year 2074. 



 

 

 

At the time of writing, the booklets and postcards have just been used as a starting point for 
discussions regarding loss, death, mourning and typography with two key stakeholders: a 
funeral director and a conductor of civil funerals. The purpose of these discussions are to 
investigate into the acceptance of various stakeholders of alternative ways of manifesting 
mourning, and more generally the perceived need for and possibility for introducing loss and 
death in everyday life, as well as generating ideas, and concrete directions for my project. 
Now such discussions will take place with more stakeholders. 

Findings and discussion 

On the occasion of the launch of the Department of Design’s new research platform, Curious 
Design Change, 16 October, 2015, I had the opportunity to collaborate in a workshop with 
researchers invited from other departments and faculties of the university as well as people 
from the surrounding society as we worked in transdisciplinary teams to generate ideas for 
new research areas and projects. (See Tham et al. 2016 for a description of the process be-
hind the research platform and this event.) This offered new input and perspectives on my 
research as we co-designed a future research area “SOFIA – opportunities in loss and 
death”. One of the questions I found most interesting was “how can we prepare for loss?”1  
I realized that preparing for loss is vital not only in personal bereavement of loved ones, but 
also as we face unprecedented challenges to humanity, climate change, migrations – and 
loss of life as we know it. It made me also reflect on how being more attentive to more trivial, 
everyday losses, can bring discussions about mourning more present, and perhaps less ‘ta-
boo’. 
 The two studies that came together in booklets made me reflect on why funerals, mostly, 
are standardized and handled by business. Through interviews I learnt that the interviewees 
felt that funerals where expensive, followed the norms, and they were purchased when in a 
stressed state of mind. These people’s visions of future funerals were more personal, inex-
pensive, loving and also joyful. My vision is that we are more prepared, know the options we 
have and can create our own, new ceremonies. During the project, I have had many informal 
conversations with friends and colleagues in Sweden on mourning and funerals, and am in-
terested in the ‘finding’ that most people find funerals something you just have to “survive”. 
Funerals are experienced as stressful and uncomfortable. How can we make this last fare-
well into something we feel more comfortable with and that is more meaningful? This brings 
up thoughts about rituals and processes earlier in our culture and how funerals are conduct-
ed in other cultures. Hoy (2013) has compared funeral rituals from all over the world and 
states that all cultures have five “anchors” in common: 1) significant symbols; 2) gathered 
community; 3) ritual action; 4) connecting to heritage; and 5) transition of the corpse. This will 
feed into my further explorations. 
 When analyzing the interviews with the recently bereaved, the postcards and the discus-
sions with stakeholders I found that they all have one core thing in common – digitalization. 
They all imagine futures with digital funerals, ordering of funerals via the Internet, that 
mourners far away can participate via the Internet and even that the entire process will be 
digitalized. Other core themes are: the importance of dignity and respect, the importance of 
the small details, and connection to the starry sky – a recurrent image in visualizations of 
mourning. The analysis of both texts and visualizations shows the colors most connected to 
death and sorrow in the order of: 1. blue 2. black 3. white, lilac, beige and yellow.  
 In the futures of Students’, some have moved to other planets or are living on a damaged 
earth but the main part are living on earth but under other circumstances. The undertaker, 
based in a small town in southern Sweden, referred to the large number of refugees in Swe-

                                            
1 I am especially grateful to Christina Mörtberg (Professor of Informatics), Cornelius Holtorft (Professor of Archaeology) and 
Jørgen Bruhn (Professor of Film and Litterature), all of Linnaeus University, for their contributions. 



 

 

den: “the main challenge right now is all new arrivals who have their traditions, their ways”. 
The undertaker could see the importance of keeping your own traditions and “ways” in times 
of sorrow. Neither the funeral director nor the conductor of civil funerals could see a great 
need of decomposing typography at memorial groves. Their focus was on how to make 
death and sorrow easier to talk about with our close family and friends and the importance of 
dignity and respect.   
 Stacey Pitsillides, researcher of digital death, also: “…question whether this frantic gather-
ing and saving of information is a reflection on our culture’s inability to deal with loss and 
mortality?” (2010). There are many digital examples2 concerning death, mainly from the US, 
reflecting the American culture. Some of these address preparations of your own death. The 
examples I have found are very detailed - extensive forms to fill in, concerning ceremonies 
but also bank accounts, etc. Due to language, I have only been able to assess English 
speaking sources. A next step will be to engage a translator to widen the scope to, for exam-
ple, Asian sources.  
 In response to these findings, I have made sketches of a digital service, Prep for loss, with 
(ritual) actions you can take to prepare for loss. This service addresses loss of a loved one, 
loss of your own life, loss of a pet or loss of an endangered species. The aim is that this ser-
vice can be used in many cultures and also open up for discussions with close relatives on 
this sensitive topic. In the sketches I have sought to work with universal symbols in combina-
tion with the core themes from the interviews and postcards. The next step is to investigate 
involving stakeholders if these symbols and the service make sense in this context of loss.  
 

 
 
Figure 3. Sketch to a digital service using the core themes from the  
interviews and postcards. Image Credit: NASA 
 
My work started with decomposing typography in the forest lab. From being afraid of death 
and talking about death I am now interested in further exploring this field with the goal to find 
where design can make a difference.  

                                            
2 http://www.urbandeathproject.org 
http://www.hopesandfears.com/hopes/city/city/215745-the-future-of-cemeteries 
http://www.orderofthegooddeath.com 
http://eternalreefs.com 
http://oktodie.com/ 
https://www.deathwise.org/ 
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